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Abstract

Large-scale language models have shown the
ability to adapt to a new task via conditioning
on a few demonstrations (i.e., in-context learn-
ing). Large-scale language models have shown
the ability to adapt to a new task via condition-
ing on a few demonstrations (i.e., in-context
learning). However, in the vision-language
domain, most large-scale pre-trained vision-
language (VL) models do not possess the abil-
ity to conduct in-context learning. How can
we enable in-context learning for VL models?
In this paper, we study an interesting hypoth-
esis: can we transfer the in-context learning
ability from the language domain to the VL
domain? Specifically, we first meta-trains a lan-
guage model to perform in-context learning on
NLP tasks (as in MetaICL); then we transfer
this model to perform VL tasks by attaching a
visual encoder. Our experiments suggest that
indeed in-context learning ability can be trans-
ferred cross modalities: our model considerably
improves the in-context learning capability on
VL tasks and can even compensate for the size
of the model significantly. On VQA, OK-VQA,
and GQA, our method could outperform the
baseline model while having ∼20 times fewer
parameters.

1 Introduction

Pre-trained language models have shown impres-
sive performance on a range of tasks by learn-
ing from large-scale text corpus (Radford et al.,
2018, 2019; Yang et al., 2019). Recent studies
find that some of these language models can be
used to perform in-context learning out-of-the-box,
i.e., adapting to a task by conditioning on a few
demonstrations in context without any gradient up-
date (Brown et al., 2020; Min et al., 2022), which
is highly desirable.

In VL modeling, in-context learning is less ex-
plored and only a handful of models are proposed
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to perform in-context learning mainly by limit-
ing the amount of deviation of a pretrained large-
scale language model from the language space and
translating visual inputs to language embedding
space. They either require a large capacity (Tsim-
poukelli et al., 2021; Alayrac et al., 2022) or a giant
corpus consisting of in-context learning examples
(Alayrac et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2023; Koh et al.,
2023).

In this work, we explore whether we could en-
able in-context learning in VL tasks without resort-
ing to extreme scale-up. We study an interesting
hypothesis: can we transfer the in-context learn-
ing ability from the language domain to the VL
domain? To elaborate, not every language model
exhibits excellent in-context learning ability; recent
studies (Min et al., 2022) show that one could ex-
plicitly train language models to perform in-context
learning, by training the model on multiple tasks
with in-context few-shot examples, a process that
resembles meta-learning. Thus, an intriguing query
arises: when a language model is first meta-trained
to perform in-context learning, can it be transferred
to perform in-context learning for VL tasks better?

A remarkable observation in our study is the uti-
lization of a meta-trained language model as the
transformer encoder-decoder and the mapping of
visual features to the language embedding space.
This innovative approach led to the development
of our proposed VL model (we name it MetaVL).
Impressively, our experimental results demonstrate
that MetaVL surpasses the baseline model’s perfor-
mance, even when MetaVL is designed to be 20
times smaller in size.

This study makes three main contributions: 1)
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first at-
tempt to transfer the meta-learning knowledge for
in-context learning from single-modality to multi-
modality. 2) We propose a VL model, MetaVL1,
which outperforms the baseline in in-context learn-

1https://github.com/masoud-monajati/MetaVL
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ing while having a much smaller model size. 3)
Through extensive experiments on VQA, GQA and
OK-VQA, we demonstrate the in-context learning
capability of MetaVL and analyze its components.

2 Related work

In-context learning in VL. Frozen (Tsim-
poukelli et al., 2021) is the first attempt for in-
context learning in multimodality by leveraging a
frozen GPT-like language model as the language
backbone and mapping visual features to the lan-
guage embedding space. Frozen sheds light on the
feasibility of benefiting from the frozen LMs in VL
modeling to learn a new task from a few examples
in context. MAGMA (Eichenberg et al., 2021) is
another encoder-decoder architecture for VL pre-
training which showed that adding adaptor blocks
between the frozen language model layers could
further improve the performance for VL tasks in a
few-shot scenario.

Other recent works (Yang et al., 2022; Alayrac
et al., 2022; Zeng et al., 2022) follow the similar
principle as the previous works to tackle in-context
learning in VL modeling and achieve superior re-
sults by leveraging extremely large-scale models.

In this paper, we study a problem overlooked
in prior work: we delve into the possibility of en-
abling in-context learning for VL tasks without re-
lying on extensive scalability. Our focus lies in ex-
ploring the hypothesis: Is it feasible to transfer the
in-context learning capability from the language
domain to the VL domain?

Meta-learning in language modeling Large-
scale language models have shown the capability to
be trained on a new task if properly prompted with
in-context examples, i.e., in-context learning. In
this learning strategy, the language model is asked
to generate the desired output, e.g., an answer in
the question-answering task, which is prompted
by a few data examples along with their corre-
sponding supervision sampled from the training
split, and the language model learns the task in
context without performing any gradient updates.
Although such training is highly data-efficient, its
performance is far behind supervised fine-tuning.
Therefore, inspired by (Vilalta and Drissi, 2002; Ev-
geniou and Pontil, 2004; Finn et al., 2017; Ruder,
2017), MetaICL (Min et al., 2022) proposes train-
ing the model for in-context learning as a kind of
meta-learning. MetaICL meta-trained a gpt lan-
guage model on a diverse set of natural language
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Figure 1: The training steps of MetaVL including meta-
training the language encoder-decoder (above) and map-
ping the visual features into the language embedding
space while keeping the meta-trained language encoder-
decoder frozen (below).

tasks and datasets and showed that meta-training a
language model in an in-context learning manner
could significantly improve the in-context learning
capability of the language model for a new task.

3 Approach

In this section, we first explain the existing meta-
training procedure for language modeling and then
introduce our proposed method for in-context learn-
ing in VL.

Meta-training in language modeling. MetaICL
has shown that a language model that is meta-
trained on a diverse set of tasks in an in-context
learning setup is a strong few-shot learner. To meta-
train an auto-regressive language model, in each
iteration, a meta-learning task is randomly cho-
sen from a collection of diverse meta-training lan-
guage tasks, and k + 1 data-label examples are
randomly sampled from its training split. Then,
the model is supervised by the concatenation of
(x1, y1, x2, y2, ..., xk+1) which will be fed as a
single input to the model for predicting the la-
bel (yk+1) as the training objective, i.e., the meta-
training step aims to maximize:

P (yk+1|x1, y1, · · ·, xk, yk, xk+1) (1)

During inference, the same in-context setup (k
examples from the training) are sampled from a
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target dataset to be used as the (x1, y1)(x2, y2) ·
··, (xk, yk)(x) and given to the model to predict the
label y.

The meta-trained language model trained on a
diverse set of natural language datasets has shown
good performance for an unseen task when few
data are given in context (Min et al., 2022).

MetaVL - a VL method with meta-learning
knowledge for in-context learning. MetaVL has
three main submodels including a meta-trained
encoder-decoder and is being trained using Pre-
fix Language Modeling (PrefixLM) (Wang et al.,
2021). In the following, we discuss each submodel
in detail.

Visual encoder and visual prefix. The visual
encoder is defined as a function Ve(x) that takes an
image of x and outputs visual features. We extract
the feature grid before the pooling layer n × Dv

where n is the number of feature maps and Dv is
the feature size of the visual encoder. Then, the
output features can be viewed as a sequence of n
visual tokens representing the image.

The visual encoder is followed by the visual pre-
fix module that is defined as Vp(x) ∈ Dv × Dl

which maps the visual features to language embed-
ding space. This module is seeking to properly
project the visual tokens into language tokens.

During the VL training, the parameters of both
of these modules are trainable and are learned with
different learning rates by back-propagation guided
by the frozen language model.

Language encoder-decoder The meta-trained
language encoder-decoder is used as the LM back-
bone and is frozen during the VL training pro-
cess so the meta-trained language model preserves
its few-shot capabilities. The language encoder
encodes the text into text tokens represented by
t1, t2, ..., tm. Then, given the multimodal tokens
(image and text) as U = v1, v2, ..., vn, t1, t2, ..., tm
the decoder is trained to reconstruct the correspond-
ing text with a standard language modeling objec-
tive to maximize the following likelihood:

L(U) =

m∑

i=1

logP (ti|v1, ..., vn, t1, ...ti−1; θ) (2)

After the VL training, for learning a new VL task
in-context, given a few examples from a new task
with a new format, we concatenate k sampled data-
label pairs from the training split along with one
data from the val/test split to construct the prompt

and feed it to the model for predicting the desired
output. The entire process is visualized in Fig. 1.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets and Baseline

We use the dataset proposed in (Min et al., 2022)
as the meta-training dataset for the language model
and the COCO dataset (Lin et al., 2014) as the VL
training dataset for MetaVL. The evaluation exper-
iments are conducted on three datasets including
VQA (Antol et al., 2015), OK-VQA (Marino et al.,
2019), and GQA (Hudson and Manning, 2019).
Frozen leveraged an internal GPT-like language
model with 7 billion parameters as the backbone
of their proposed model. As their model is not
publicly available, we trained Frozen with GPT2-
Medium as the frozen language model and consider
it as our main baseline (FrozenA) due to its model
size. We also train a frozen with GPT-J 6B (The
most similar GPT to Frozen) language model and
obtained a close performance to the original Frozen
model and use it as our second baseline denoted by
FrozenB.

4.2 Training and evaluation setting

Initially, We meta-train a GPT2-Medium LM on a
collection of 142 meta-training language datasets
with a learning rate of 1e-5 and a batch size of 8
using the setting named as “HR→LR with instruc-
tions (all)” where datasets with equal or greater
than 10,000 training examples are used as meta-
training tasks and the rest of the datasets are used
as target tasks. The training is done on 8 NVIDIA
RTX A6000 for 80,000 steps which took ∼ 6 hours.
Then, we train MetaVL on the training split of
COCO where we use a learning rate of 5e-5 and
2e-6 for the visual prefix and visual encoder, re-
spectively, while the rest of the model parameters
are frozen. We use a batch size of 32 and trained
MetaVL using 4 NVIDIA RTX A6000 for 8 epochs
which take ∼ 48 hours. Inference time depends on
the numebr of shots varies from 2-5 hours for 0-3
shots on 5000 test examples. Our visual encoder is
CLIP-RN50x16 (Radford et al., 2021) with a fea-
ture grid size of 144× 3072 and our visual prefix
is an MLP layer with a dimension of 3072× 768.
For in-context evaluation on VQA datasets, we
randomly pick a specific number -n- of sampled
data-label pairs, known as shots, from the training
set and feed them to the model in-context followed
by a single data from the val/test set. Fig. 2 pro-
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vides some illustrative examples for the evaluation
process.

Answer: concrete Answer: yes Answer: texting

Question: What color is 
the girl's hair?

Answer:

Support set Meta-test set

Brown.

Model Completion

Question: What are the 
motorcycles sitting on? 

Question: Is 
this in the wild? 

Question: Is this in the wild? 

GT: brown

Answer: left Answer: car Answer: texting

Question: On which side 
of the photo is the 
wreath?

Answer:

Support set Meta-test set

On the 
left.

Question: Is the catcher to 
the right or to the left of the 
umpire that is wearing pants?

Question: What is the vehicle 
that is pulled by the bike that 
is parked in the road?

Question: Is the pillow 
to the left of the 
mirror?

GT: left

Answer: old Answer: honk Answer: denim

Question: This bear is 
native to what continent?

Answer:

Support set Meta-test set

Antarctica.

Question: What is special 
about the sports items in 
the case?

Question: Penalty for what? Question: What is this 
jacket made of?

GT: antarctica

a)

b)

c)

Model Completion

Model Completion

Figure 2: Qualitative examples of in-context learning
from three datasets: a) VQA, b) OK-VQA, and c) GQA.
For each example, there is also a task induction sentence
of “please answer the question.”.

To conduct the evaluation, we utilize a subset
of 5,000 instances from the val/test dataset due to
computational constraints. The generated output
from the model is then compared against the ex-
pected answer, as established in previous studies.
In cases where an exact match is not achieved, we
employ a technique to identify the most closely re-
lated answer from a set of candidate answers (The
set can be defined as a unique list of all answers in
the training dataset). This involves computing the
cosine similarity between the output’s embedding
and each candidate answer’s embedding achieved
by Sentence BERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019).

We then compare the selected output with the
corresponding answer to determine the match. The
training datasets for VQA, OK-VQA, and GQA
contain approximately 3,000, 4,200, and 3,000 dis-
tinct answers, respectively. Furthermore, we per-
formed an additional round of human evaluation on
model’s output without matching, and the findings
are summarized in the appendix (Table 2). The
human evaluation on a separate test set of 2000 ex-
amples aimed to delve deeper into instances where
the model’s output, while accurate, didn’t precisely
match the provided answer. Three such examples
are presented in Fig 3, where the initial evaluation
did not consider the prediction as correct, but it
was deemed correct in the subsequent evaluation

FrozenA FrozenB MetaVL

LM size 375M 7B 375M

Automatic evaluation
VQA 18.63 34.07 33.12

OK-VQA 3.17 11.97 9.60
GQA 13.86 25.76 31.96

Human evaluation
VQA 16.68 - 35.09

OK-VQA 6.41 - 19.22
GQA 19.96 - 38.29

Table 1: The performance of MetaVL compared with
two baselines on 3-shot in-context learning. We report
the performance of our re-implemented Frozen models.

setting.

Question: Which famous 
brothers invented these?

Question: Where can the 
brand be purchased?

Question: How do you 
score in this game?

GT: homerun
Model completion: 
by hitting a home run
Selected answer: 
home run

GT: store
Model completion: 
you can buy it at a store
Selected answer: 
store bought

GT: wright
Model completion: 
the wright brothers 
Selected answer: 
wright brother

Figure 3: Three examples of VQA cases which The
model’s output, although correct, slightly differs from
the ground-truth and selected answer from the candidate
set.

4.3 Results and analysis

Quantitative analysis To evaluate MetaVL, we
consider three common visual question-answering
datasets including VQA, OK-VQA, and GQA. We
compare MetaVL results with the mentioned two
baselines in Table 1 for 3-shot in-context learning
based on both automatic and human evaluation. Ac-
cording to the results, the performance of Frozen
improves as its model size increases while MetaVL
achieved competitive results in all three tasks. To
further analyze how many image-text pairs are re-
quired to enable In-context learning for the VL
task, we have trained MetaVl with 50 percent of
training data and the results show that the perfor-
mance slightly dropped but the model preserve its
capability to learn from in-context data (Table 3).

The effect of the number of in-context shots
According to Figure 4, in almost all settings, the
performance of MetaVL is improving by increasing
the number of shots which shows the model is gain-
ing knowledge from the data in context. This result
further gives us an illustration of the model’s ca-
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Figure 4: Automatic and human evaluation Accuracy of MetaVL and Frozen, w/ and w/o adaptors with 0-3 shots of
in-context data.

pability to learn from the in-context examples sup-
porting that MetaVL is benefiting from the meta-
learning knowledge for in-context learning. The
numbers on the graph are summarized in Table 2
in the appendix.

The effect of having adaptor layers in LM
MAGMA claims that adding trainable adaptor lay-
ers and letting the LM slightly be trained during
the VL training process is beneficial for in-context
learning. Compared with Frozen, in addition to
being trained on an x8 larger set of VL datasets,
MAGMA also includes the training splits of the
target datasets to its training set, while Frozen
is adapted to an unseen new task in-context (in-
context learning). We evaluated this method by
adding adaptor layers to both Frozen and MetaVL
and denoted the corresponding models by Frozen
w/adap and MetaVL w/adap, respectively, in Fig.
4. Our results demonstrate that having a fully
frozen language model in MetaVL could better pre-
serve the in-context learning ability of the language
model. It is also noticeable that adding adaptor lay-
ers improves the zero-shot performance of Frozen.
We hypothesize that this improvement is due to
getting a better vision and language alignment by
letting both vision and language submodels be in-
volved in the alignment process.

Qualitative analysis We provide some qualita-
tive examples to better illustrate the performance of
MetaVL for in-context learning in different VQA
tasks. In Fig. 2, a few examples are provided
which show the output of MetaVL for 3-shot in-
context learning. More examples are presented in
Appendix.

5 Conclusion

We investigate the feasibility of transferring meta-
learning knowledge for in-context learning from
resource-rich single modality to multimodality. We
have shown that by leveraging a meta-trained lan-
guage model in a VL model, we can transfer the
ability of “learning to learn” in context to VL and
it results in a strong VL few-shot leaner. With ex-
tensive experiments on three common VL datasets,
we have shown that the in-context learning perfor-
mance of MetaVL is superior compared with the
baseline even when the size of our model is 20
times smaller.
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Limitations

While we have shown the potential of transferring
in-context learning ability from a language model
to VL tasks, the experiments in this paper are lim-
ited in two aspects. (1) We considered only the
VQA task, which is limited in scope. It is unclear
whether our method generalizes to other VL tasks.
In fact, as most tasks in the VL domain take the
form of visual question answering, it is less well-
defined what would “cross-task generalization” en-
tail in VL, compared to in NLP where (2) Due to
computational limitations, we experiment with only
a moderate-sized LM. It is unclear the performance
of our method after scaling up.
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Please answer 
the question

Answer: 3 Answer: kitchen Answer: dots

Question: What color is 
the girls shirt?

Answer:

Support set Meta-test set

Green.

Model CompletionTask Induction

Question: How many birds 
are flying?

Question: Which room 
of the house if pictured 
in this photo?

Question: What is the 
pattern on his toy?

GT: 
['multiple’, 
'green’, 
'green’, 
'green', 
'green',
'green’, 
'green',
'multi 
colored',
'green', 
'green']

a)

Please answer 
the question

Answer: wall Answer: 5 Answer: 4-cheese

Question: What is the 
player about to hit?

Answer:

Support set Meta-test set

a tennis 
ball.

Model CompletionTask Induction

Question: Where is an 
electrical outlet?

Question: How many 
animals are there?

Question: What flavor is 
the pizza? 

GT: 
['tennis ball',
'tennis ball',
'tennis ball',
'tennis ball',
'tennis ball',
'tennis ball',
'tennis ball',
'ball',
'tennis ball',
'ball']

b)

Please answer 
the question

Answer: yes Answer: yes Answer: no

Question: What console 
are they playing with?

Answer:

Support set Meta-test set

Wii 
remote.

Model CompletionTask Induction

Question: Is she having fun? Question: Is there a 
window in the bathroom?

Question: Is the window 
open?

GT: 
['we’,
'wii’,
'nintendo
wii’,
'wii’,
'wii’,
'wii’,
'wii’,
'wii’,
'wii’,
'wii’]

c)

Please answer 
the question

Answer: swimming Answer: brown Answer: white

Question: What game is 
the person playing?

Answer:

Support set Meta-test set

Baseball.

Model CompletionTask Induction

Question: What are the 
bears doing? 

Question: What color is 
the ground? 

Question: What color is 
the refrigerator?

GT: 
[baseball',
'baseball',
'baseball',
'baseball',
'baseball',
'baseball',
'baseball',
'baseball',
'baseball',
'baseball’]

Please answer 
the question

Answer: no Answer: skiing Answer: no

Question: Does the 
woman have shoes on?

Answer:

Support set Meta-test set

yes.

Model CompletionTask Induction

Question: Are the 
motorcycles being ridden?

Question: What is the 
man doing?

Question: Are there lights 
on in the picture?

GT: 
['yes', 
'yes', 
'yes', 
'yes', 
'yes', 
'yes', 
'yes', 
'yes', 
'yes', 
'yes’]

e)

d)

Figure 5: MetaVL success examples from VQA.
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Please answer 
the question

Answer: catch Answer: 70 Answer: brown

Question: Does the scene 
make you feel cold or hot?

Answer:

Support set Meta-test set

Hot.

Model CompletionTask Induction

Question: What is the goal 
of the game these boys are 
playing? 

Question: How old are 
these people?

Question: What kind of 
bear is that?

GT: 
['hot', 
'hot', 
'hot', 
'hot', 
'hot', 
'hot', 
'cold', 
'cold', 
'cold', 
'cold']

a)

Please answer 
the question

Answer: play Answer: produce Answer: 9

Question: What type of 
phone is this person 
using?

Answer:

Support set Meta-test set

A cell 
phone.

Model CompletionTask Induction

Question: What activity is 
happening?

Question: Where in the 
supermarket would you find 
the vegetables depicted?

Question: How many 
players are needed on 
this type of team?

GT: 
['cell',
'cell',
'cell',
'cell',
'smartphone,
'smartphone,
'i phone',
'i phone',
'smart',
'smart']

b)

Please answer 
the question

Answer: artwork Answer: spoon Answer: dog show

Question: What are these 
objects for?

Answer:

Support set Meta-test set

A
computer.

Model CompletionTask Induction

Question: Is this artwork or 
practical?

Question: Which metal 
object did the dish run away 
with in the nursery rhyme? 

Question: What are they 
watching?

GT: 
['computer’,
'computer',
'computer',
'computer',
'compute',
'compute',
'computer',
'computer',
'interface with 

computer',
'interface with 

computer']
c)

Please answer 
the question

Answer: sponser Answer: competition Answer: first base

Question: What religion 
does the statue belong to?

Answer:

Support set Meta-test set

Buddhism.

Model CompletionTask Induction

Question: How is toyota
involved with his activity? 

Question: Was this a bike 
sale or competition? 

Question: Where does 
the man in front want to 
go next?

GT: 
['buddhism,
'buddhism',
'buddhism',
'buddhism',
'buda',
'buda',
'china',
'china',
'buddhist',
'buddhist']

Please answer 
the question

Answer: farm Answer: primary Answer: uk

Question: Was the 
person old or young? 

Answer:

Support set Meta-test set

old.

Model CompletionTask Induction

Question: What industry is 
this useful for?

Question: Are the wall 
colors primary or 
secondary colors? 

Question: What country 
is this in? 

GT: 
['old', 
'old', 
'old', 
'old', 
'old', 
'old', 
'old', 
'old', 
'young', 
'young']

e)

d)

Figure 6: MetaVL success examples from OK-VQA.
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Please answer 
the question

Answer: left Answer: beach Answer: yes

Question: Is the plate to the 
right or to the left of the 
person that is wearing glasses? 

Answer:

Support set Meta-test set

the right.

Model CompletionTask Induction

Question: Is the catcher to 
the right or to the left of the 
umpire that is wearing pants?

Question: Which place 
is it? 

Question: Is the pillow to 
the left of the mirror?

a)

Please answer 
the question

Answer: girl Answer: boat Answer: yes

Question: The bottle 
that is to the left of the 
bag is of what color?

Answer:

Support set Meta-test set

Blue.

Model CompletionTask Induction

Question: Who is facing the 
television? 

Question: What is the 
watercraft called? 

Question: Is the letter 
printed on a cup?

GT: blue

b)

Please answer 
the question

Answer: yes Answer: no Answer: glass

Question: On which side of 
the photo is the wreath?

Answer:

Support set Meta-test set

on the 
left.

Model CompletionTask Induction

Question: Does the device 
in front of the TV look silver 
and open?

Question: Does the person 
to the right of the person 
appear to be sitting? 

Question: What's the 
door made of? 

c)

Please answer 
the question

Answer: color Answer: no Answer: left

Question: The woman to the 
left of the man is holding 
what?

Answer:

Support set Meta-test set

a glass of
wine.

Model CompletionTask Induction

Question: What do both the 
skillet and the stove top 
have in common?

Question: Is there a dog 
on the floor?

Question: Is the baby to the 
left or to the right of the girl 
that is wearing a jacket?

Please answer 
the question

Answer: walkway Answer: mexican food Answer: cow

Question: What is the vehicle 
to the left of the man?

Answer:

Support set Meta-test set

a van

Model CompletionTask Induction

Question: Which place is it?
Question: How do you 
think is the food to the 
right of the plate that the 
fork is to the left of called?

Question: What animal is 
to the right of the bull?

e)

d)

GT: right

GT: left

GT: glass

GT: van

Figure 7: MetaVL success examples from GQA.
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in a tree.

Please answer 
the question

Answer: phone Answer: no Answer: neither

Question: How many train cars 
can you see in this picture? 

Answer:

Support set Meta-test set

5

Model CompletionTask Induction

Question: What is on the 
wall next to the toilet?

Question: Is there a 
stop sign?

Question: Did the woman 
come from playing tennis or 
is she going to play tennis?

a)

Please answer 
the question

Answer: smoothie Answer: party Answer: duck

Question: The cat is 
eating a fruit that 
grows mainly where?

Answer:

Support set Meta-test set Model CompletionTask Induction

Question: What type of 
drink?

Question: What type of 
function is going on?

Question: What kinds of 
birds are these? 

GT:
['costa rica', 
'costa rica', 
'costa rica', 
'costa rica', 
'south', 
'south', 
'tropic', 
'tropic', 
'south 
america', 
'south 
america']

b)

Support set Meta-test set Model CompletionTask Induction

c)

Please answer 
the question

Answer: yes Answer: white Answer: couch

Question: Is the blue car to the 
right or to the left of the device 
in the middle of the picture?

Answer:

the right.

Question: Is the chair in the 
top part of the photo?

Question: What is the 
color of the ipod? 

Question: Which kind of 
furniture is black?

GT:
['7', 
'6', 
'2', 
'7', 
'7', 
'7', 
'7', 
'7', 
'6', 
'7']

GT: left

Figure 8: MetaVL failure examples from a) VQA, b) OK-VQA, and c) GQA.
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model FrozenA w/ adap FrozenA MetaVL w/ adap MetaVL
n-shot 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3

Automatic evaluation

VQA 28.72 18.98 14.23 7.60 12.94 14.92 18.11 18.63 31.98 30.03 30.01 29.96 31.6 32.01 32.89 33.12
OK-VQA 7.36 6.30 3.98 2.34 2.91 3.02 4.04 3.30 10.94 9.97 10.32 10.92 9.58 9.30 9.55 9.60

GQA 22.62 15.44 12.96 6.54 8.80 10.81 12.17 13.86 29.12 28.31 27.78 26.74 30.10 30.05 31.32 31.96

Human evaluation

VQA 25.49 15.66 16.70 11.53 8.79 13.62 15.31 16.68 28.20 26.61 26.12 26.01 30.24 31.33 33.89 35.09
OK-VQA 6.70 6.04 3.88 2.56 4.67 4.71 4.94 6.41 14.67 9.97 9.01 9.24 14.72 13.95 17.95 19.22

GQA 30.01 14.72 8.92 5.59 6.18 15.85 19.07 19.96 33.74 32.09 31.81 31.58 35.08 37.65 38.03 38.29

Table 2: Accuracy of MetaVL and Frozen, w/ and w/o adaptors with 0-3 shots of in-context data.

MetaVL MetaVL50%

Automatic evaluation
VQA 33.12 30.32

OK-VQA 9.60 7.56
GQA 31.96 27.77

Human evaluation
VQA 35.09 34.02

OK-VQA 19.22 18.19
GQA 38.29 35.66

Table 3: The performance of MetaVL was evaluated using the complete CoCo training dataset as well as a subset
containing 50 percent of the CoCo training data. The experimental results indicate that even with the reduced
training data, MetaVL maintains its capacity for in-context learning, albeit with a slight decrease in performance.
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